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INTRODUCTION: The Context
The purpose of this UMBRA paper is to gather together all previous known
discussion and every possible further influence and person which is a party (or
potentially so) to our Key Strategy (OKEYS) in the final achievement of total
world dominion (i.e. the establishing of an autocracy under a single world
leader answerable to MRY, to be accepted willingly by all as “good and
necessary” for a secure world — all to be accomplished, if all goes to plan,
during the 2020s (Code Nightfall). Only then will the order of this world be as
it should and thereby prepared universally for the framework of MRY’s planned
after-action (Code Daybreak).
The primary context which triggered the request from M2 for this report — as
a major update to our already existing strategy — was the unexpectedly large
public demonstration last month (17th April 1965) in Washington against our
program in Vietnam. M2 feels that this dissidence will escalate further into
areas non-conducive to our strategy and that we must therefore devise a variety
of counteracting forces which look well beyond the movement against our work in
South-East Asia and into the way that any likely future world developments will
pan out.
In the coming half-century, we will need to be especially vigilant in order
to manage and control the kind of social forces which are going to predominate.
They will pose peculiar challenges but — even if delays have occasionally had to
be implemented — we have always prevailed against any challenge we have ever
encountered. Nothing has stood in our way. Down through the ages, we have
successfully managed to foster flux and change across the planet. Let us not
forget our achievements. As this paper is being written for posterity as well as
for contemporary assets (for this work will have to pass to a future generation
before the end of this century), let our achievements to date be duly noted.
Over the past century at least, in one guise or another, we have:




















Staged countless wars.
Created revolutions.
Brought about coups d’état.
Deposed leaders.
Consistently predicted outcomes.
Induced pestilences.
Altered climate.
Eliminated undesirables of any rank, gender, age or standing with many
ingenious devices, potions, concoctions and strategies.
Established religions, sects and cults (and disestablished them too).
Created and disbanded unions, political parties and governments.
Grown, manufactured and peddled mind-altering substances of every kind
worldwide.
Composed and controlled governments as if they were pawns on a chessboard.
Established organized crime syndicates and controlled them.
Created and/or controlled the law enforcement agencies which profess to fight
the organized crime syndicates.
Altered brains with the kind of weapons most states can only dream of.
Induced psychosis, cancers and mass confusion with various substances and
invisible waves.
Controlled minds en masse across the world.
Generated famines, earthquakes and tidal waves.
Harnessed energies in ways which could have come straight from the pages of a
science fiction novel.

... and much more, which homo “sapiens” could not even begin to fathom. In
all these areas, we must and will continue to advance.
Now, in 1965 as we stand almost exactly twenty years after the end of the
last Great War and survey the prevailing influences on mankind, there is an
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apparent chaos in the making as a new breed of manufacturing process brings
about a commercial and technological revolution, while consumerism increases
massively and the rising generation gains in self-confidence and audacity.
However, we have never been daunted by such appearances. In fact, we work even
more efficiently when there is elasticity and flux. We relish the challenge.
Nothing is too difficult for us to overcome.
The time has therefore arrived for us to reappraise the options available to
reach our inevitable goal as we enter a new era which will be marked by our
advancement of vast electronic proliferation and worldwide social change. A new
blueprint for a certain future is offered here, covering our work for the next
half-century - whichever groups buried within The Company continue with it. If
we choose our targets well, we can generate global influences as well as
worldwide/localized upheavals which will only serve to further the achievement
of OKEYS.
I. MUDDYING THE WATERS OF MILITANCY WITH STUPEFACTION
In view of the demonstration in Washington on April 17th 1965 against our
program in Vietnam, our first task in this new era is to undermine definitively
the brazen mindset which renders youth to stand on its hind legs and imagine
that it can change the course of history in its favor. It is WE who decide when
and how changes will come. Even if they do change some minor thing, it is
because WE have allowed them, or steered them, to do it — because it suits our
purpose, the purpose of MRY. We will not and cannot tolerate any opposition to
OKEYS through any outside influence. Not only will we always challenge that
influence but we will also work to control not merely the influence but also any
opposition to it. We will control all sides. We will control everything.
There are many pretended intellectuals and know-it-alls involved in
organizing these protests who must be effectively neutralized. Knowing that the
infection of youth is in the mind, it is therefore the mind of youth that must
be altered; and what better way to do this than by saturating it with
psychotomimetic substances. Ten years ago, in 1955, scientists at Eli Lilly &
Company assured us that “in a matter of months LSD would be available in tonnage
quantities”, thus freeing us from the former limitations imposed on us by our
dealings with Sandoz in Switzerland. Although we have successfully availed
ourselves of some of that tonnage for a multitude of experiments in the last
decade (the navy did especially well with sustained experiments on key assets
using hallucinogens at Palo Alto in 1959), the time has come for a sustained
offensive.
There is a slim thread between the “hippies” currently burgeoning in
California and the breed of people who demonstrated on April 17th in Washington.
Our purpose will be to thicken that thread so that the two become indivisible
and will thus be entirely undermined. We are already quietly controlling key
figures in California who can be game-changers in the process outlined. The
drones Ken Kesey, Allen Ginsberg, Jerry Garcia, Timothy Leary et al, can be
activated on the street while our people in academia, such as Willis Harmon and
Humphry Osmond, can be activated for further work in Stanford Research Institute
and elsewhere.
Our programs through our assets at the Esalen Institute are also without peer
and will be formative to the subversion of the liberal mind. Across the pond,
our colleague at Findhorn in Scotland, MI6 operative Dorothy Maclean (with whom
our forerunner, the OSS, had much contact during her stint at the British
Security Coordination in New York in the early 1940s), will facilitate the
center there which will set the scene as the UK’s principal mind-control node
right through the coming half-century. Through the media of these elements on
both sides of the Atlantic we can create an entire global “New Age Movement”
experiment in mind-control (field codename: NAME).
After Swedenborg, Mesmer, Blavatsky, Besant, Jung, Steiner, Huxley (all of
them) and Bailey had been successfully influenced (by MRY’s back-channels) to
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pave the way for the disinformation concept of a glorious “New Age” coming
imminently on earth as part of the evolution of Man (and the two Great Wars had
been successfully expedited and the mass of remaining Nazi scientists and mindcontrol specialists had been secretly absorbed into our own ranks through Allen
Dulles’s prescient “Operation Paperclip”), the work of our own people in
manufacturing this “New Age Movement” could begin in earnest. In this way, not
only will we eradicate the anti-war movement but we can completely subvert the
present and future rising generations with an anesthetic so potent that it
brings them all into our hands, while at the same time inculcating them to
imagine that they are part of “a cosmic wave of transformational culture”. What
better trick of the mind could be more deceptive than that? (I wish I had a
miniature victory image I could place here to express that adequately. But such
hieroglyphics yet await invention. I am certain they will come).
In the first instance, we will use our known contacts to infiltrate these
dissidents with a massive campaign (LAD-25) involving the use of Lysergic Acid
Diethylamide 25 (LSD). This should not be a localized affair but moving to
nationwide, though commencing in California. Once under the influence, they will
lose their interest in rebellion and dissent and become the perfect subjects for
one of our Technical Services Staff’s street-level MK————— programs. (N.B.
Gottlieb has been consulted and will be involved. Likewise, our psychedelic
asset, Humphry Osmond, in NJ).
A masterstroke in undermining the antiwar and hippie movements will be a
variety of mind-control programs to discredit their shared philosophy of “peace
and love”. We have recruited the ideal asset for one operation. Our people have
already pre-prepared him while he was in one of our experimental prisons near
Los Angeles. This man (initials: CM, for those who may be familiar with this
program) is currently growing a reputation as a guru in the hippie movement.
Over the next couple of years, we will ensure that he becomes the head of a
mind-controlled “family” who all look identical to typical hippies. Our people
will wipe his head and punch out a new one. At some stage, he and his acolytes
will be triggered to unleash a bloodbath involving celebrities who we want
eliminated at the same time, thereby completely discrediting the entire hippie
movement with one fell swoop. That will be our coup de grace.
The creation of a “New Age Movement” (although seen by its participants as a
spontaneous development, in much the same way as those involved in the
revolutions we create imagine themselves to be partaking in unprompted people’s
revolts) will be a step-by-step formation leading to the complete subversion of
the liberal masses away from meddling in politics to another sphere of activity
altogether: an imagined spiritual enlightenment. This will have a twofold
advantage. First, it will prevent any credible opposition to our work and,
second, it will render these people to be as manipulable by the influence of MRY
and his back-channels as if they were a feather in the wind. People who are
obsessed with yoga and meditation 24/7 and plugging into their so-called
“transformational energies” in a multitude of workshops while believing that
anything “political” is of a “lower vibrational order” are hardly going to
concern themselves with how we induce riots, fan the flames of war or whether or
not it is we who take down skyscrapers with airplanes or blow up buses and
buildings to further our own ends.
Over in Columbia University, a plan is being hatched to create a kind of “New
Age” bible which will become the standard by which all others will be judged.
This enterprise will form a vital part of our complete control of minds for
generations to come. Our asset on the ground at Columbia, Bill Thetford, has
been assigned as the handler of the female subject who has long been programmed
to follow the back-channel bidding of MRY. (Her programming was originally set
in motion many years earlier as preparation for this assignment). A number of
titles have been suggested round the table here and the favorite one to
materialize, “A Course in Miracles”, will be projected into that situation via
suggestion and entity-influence during the next few months.
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During our many in-house “Group R” discussions as to how this “New Age
Movement” experiment can be most efficiently fashioned and honed over the next
half century, six particular doctrines have repeatedly been raised for us to
propagate among their ranks: 1) That there is no such thing as truth and that
everything is relative; 2) That what we see in others is really what is in us,
therefore any problem that we see “out there” can only ever be in us; 3) That we
should never judge the personality or actions of others; 4) That there is no
such thing as right and wrong, dark or light, or good and evil; 5) Positive
thinking must be 100% encouraged and any traces of negativity of thought or
action must be absolutely eliminated from the life and mind of the self; 6) That
the world will undergo a “transformational shift of energy” through their
individual and collective meditations and positive thinking, leading seamlessly
and without cataclysm or conflagration to a golden new age on earth. These are
the illusions which we will work hard to initiate in the coming years. As the
subjects are highly subject to suggestion, this should be a walk in the park.
Currently and over the next decade, we are poised to thrust a whole wave of
“New Age” teachers and writers from among our assets onto the scene, who will
have these six doctrines as their foundational message. This will not only
instantly appeal to the spiritual sensitivities of their disciples but it will
also ensure that they develop the kind of self-policing attitude which will be
most expedient for us, as it becomes de rigueur to adhere to those six teachings
or else be regarded as “incorrectly spiritually aligned” by their peers. These
people think of themselves as individuals, but they are in fact group-minded
fearful lemmings who will conform to any norm presented to them if it is trendy
enough and appears sufficiently spiritual.
Let me expand a little on those above six teachings and why we need to
encourage them in the New Age Movement experiment we are building:
1)

If there is no absolute truth, then there is no truth for them to bother
seeking. This will circumvent any research on their part which would be
likely to uncover the scope of our work. Moreover, at the very least, it
will ensure that they regard any “conspiracy theories” as being only one
of many possible “truths” rather than THE truth. This will mean that any
such theories directed at our programs and work will be regarded by them
as inconsequential.

2)

If what they see in others is really what is in themselves (as part of
the pure Solipsism we will seek to evoke in the movement), then they can
never cast aspersions on us or our work without it boomeranging back onto
them. They can hardly accuse us of “evil” if what they see in us is what
is really in them!

3)

If they must never judge others (because, as we will have them say, “we
are all one”) then they will surely not judge us. Neither will they judge
any of our agents, assets, programs or operations. They will be told that
judgment is spiritually incorrect. As someone who we will make into one
of their heroes has said (although, as you know, the Dalai Lama is an
actual agent of ours): “Love is the absence of judgment”. We couldn’t
have said it any better ourselves. The love-children will not be judging
us. The perfect cover for our work to remain undetected and undisturbed.

4)

If there is no such thing as right and wrong, dark or light, or good and
evil and everything simply “is”, then we have a free hand to carry out
whatever measures we deem fit without having to worry about any moral
backlash coming from a sizeable part of the population (supposedly the
more educated part). This will be self-policing because as soon as anyone
in the movement claims that something is “wrong” or “dark” or “evil”,
they will be hauled back into line by their own peers and reminded that
“all matter is neutral”.

5)

If they must only ever hold positive ideas and never entertain for a
moment any negative ones, then we can do anything we deem necessary for
the furtherance of OKEYS and not a word will ever be said by them against
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it. Any of the subject-matter typical of conspiracy theories will be
regarded by them as “negative” and likely to “generate bad energy” in the
life of anyone looking into such things. We must inculcate in them the
idea that the “bad energy” lies not in anything we might do but in those
who might try to uncover anything that we do. Millions upon millions of
people under the spell of this teaching will be the perfect fodder for
the kind of easily-controllable population we are creating: Ignorant (yet
imagining they are full of knowledge); self-obsessed (yet professing
goodwill to all and constantly massaging their own egos); contending to
know reality (yet lost in an imaginary world of their own making);
professing to be full of compassion (yet hiding their eyes from all
evil); claiming to be happy (yet, in reality, they are merely
anesthetized, self-hypnotized and devoid of genuine emotion). Surely,
this will be our perfect work!
6)

The coupling of that positive thinking idea with the notion that together
they can generate enough “higher vibrational energy” to transform the
world into a spiritual utopia will be the perfect combination to offset
any possibility of them conceiving what is really happening, or going to
be happening, on this earth. Even more advantageous is the fact that it
will be a self-policing experiment, because anyone among their ranks who
dares to point out how the world is descending into the necessarily
chaotic, totalitarian quagmire which we will create in order to control
its people will be regarded as breaking rank from the pool of positive
energy and therefore a traitor of sorts to be afraid of, derided and
shunned. (The interesting irony will be that those “non-judgmental
people” will be the most hypocritically judgmental of all when they are
on their high-horses or feel threatened).

Many will lap these ideas up like dogs drinking at a desert spring. I
therefore cannot think of six more ideal teachings than these to assist our
program in its fulfilment. The concept of these teachings being self-policing
and self-perpetuating (meaning that we will not have to enforce any of them and
so will be able to be entirely hands-off and therefore even more covert) is a
real boon. If anyone in the movement transgresses, his peers will quickly pull
him back in line.
This is to be our foolproof twin-pincer work for the coming years:
Deradicalizing an arrogant and questioning youth with 1) the fog of mindaltering substances and 2) subverting idealistic liberalism with the psychospiritual practices of a New Age Movement — the progressive stupefaction of the
chattering classes. Our masterwork will be when we have made this blinkered
movement mainstream as the twentieth century draws to a close. What better
population could there be under our control than a global mass of solipsistic,
navel-gazing narcissists wearing blinkers and hellbent on the achievement of
bliss. This “New Age Movement” will be a ‘designer’ mind-control distraction to
prevent otherwise intelligent people from developing critical-thinking
processes. They will be the most gullible people on the planet! They would be,
if you will, the perfect “Manchurian Candidate” sleepers in society, ready to be
triggered by our extensive mass of worldwide assets. We can also use our assets
in psychiatry and academia to pull the strings of these puppets in any direction
we wish. There is no more perfect work than a people who think they are
transitioning into higher beings yet, the more they imagine they do so, the more
they are playing right into our hands (and therefore also the hands of MRY).
II. OUR NINE KEYS TO SOCIAL CONTROL
Over the past twenty years (especially after the scientific bounty we
received from the Nazi leftovers through Operation Paperclip), we have had the
opportunity to develop some considerable techniques of mind-control, all with
the blessing of Congress (at least in terms of what we reveal to them). Although
we may soon have to visibly close these programs down due to the content seeming
to be controversial to an ignorant public, they will continue unabated on a
clandestine level and with an even more far-reaching agenda in the years to
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come. Senators and other officials will tacitly approve them and even funnel
funds to us surreptitiously because they will personally benefit from these
programs (e.g. the mind-controlled sex-slaves, adult and child, that we procure
for them and the covert asset support we provide for their political campaigns,
etc.). This, in turn, will also increase the hold we have over them. All this we
have outlined in previous papers, such as ”Ownership of Mind” (RA13) and
“Handling Assets” (RA18).
Alongside our covert programs of MIND-CONTROL, we are also developing several
platforms for SOCIAL CONTROL. As it is internally, so it must also be
externally. We must ensure that there can be no hiding-place, within or without,
from the oppressive rigors of external and internal control which are necessary
to rein in an ignorant and brutish population. We must ensure that Man knows no
solace other than that which comes through the promise of security that we alone
offer. Due to the expansion of population and the electronic production which we
will be drip-feeding into the world during the coming decades, we will be
developing intensively that twin-pincer policy of mind-control and social
control over the next fifty years. In this way, we will continue to exercise
TOTAL CONTROL over every aspect of the mass of humans. I say “fifty years”
because it will take half a century (give or take a few years) to perfect our
mind-controls and social controls to such a level that Code Nightfall can
finally dawn in the decade or so subsequent to that.
One can put a frog in a saucepan of water and gradually keep turning up the
heat source until the frog, before he has realized it, has been boiled alive. If
you put him in the water when it is already boiling, he will jump straight out.
The humans of today are identical to that frog. If we brought in all the
fullness of our Key Strategy immediately, there would be a mass reaction
detrimental to its achievement. However, if we drip-feed our program piecemeal,
they will quietly accept each part thereof and then, eventually, they will have
accepted the whole program without even recognizing what has happened to them.
Such is our perfect methodology for social control.
There are nine keys to social control which we must use in order to achieve
the result we require. Here they are with their field codenames: DISTRACTION
(DTN), DISINFORMATION (DSN), DUMBING-DOWN (DGD), DIVIDE AND RULE (DAR),
DISSOLUTION (DLN), THE ADULTERATION OF EMOTION (ADE), ELECTRONIC AND CITIZEN
SPIES (CZS), GLOBALISED UNITY (GONE) and ENGINEERED CATASTROPHE (ECAT). I will
now expand a little on each of these areas separately.
1. DISTRACTION
In order to maintain the upper hand in terms of social control, our first
strategy will always be DISTRACTION. Distraction serves two purposes; in that it
is both preventative and proactive. It prevents subjects from questioning their
position in this world as an owned slave (body and mind). It also prevents them
from ever connecting any dots and tracing them back to us or to our antecedents.
At the same time, it proactively maintains them as mindless drones while
inducing a hypnotic, lifelong, clarity-clouding anesthesia.
The fundamental key to all forms of distraction is mesmerism - the power to
hold a subject in a state of suspended animation and perpetually deferred
judgment of external affairs and evaluation of their internal state. We have
created countless experiments over the years proving this to be so. It is a fact
that once one has seduced the eyes one can own the whole soul. This is precisely
why we have instigated and encouraged the growth of motion pictures and
television throughout this century. We own both industries and they check every
single box on the distraction page in terms of slavery, mesmerism, hypnosis and
anesthesia. One of the reasons we are able to control them so well is because so
many key personnel in the industry — due to their voracious sexual proclivities
and perversions — have been compromised in our operations and will, therefore,
do exactly what we require. As the technology increases in those media, the
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level of public mesmeric distraction will also increase vastly. Multidimensional cinema is our ultimate goal.
We must, at all costs, deflect people's minds and eyes away from our work.
This is imperative. As an illustrative example, this is why we bought the film
rights to Orwell's potentially influential novel, "Animal Farm", from his widow
Sonia; and we actually took over the production of the 1956 film of "Nineteen
Eighty-Four", then altered the film endings of both from how they had ended in
the books. These are two examples of the extent of our reach and the way we can
influence world history through the media. Comparatively few would read the
books because comparatively few read at all. But the films could have brought
his pernicious bleak libertarian ideas to the masses; so we altered the contents
to our advantage. This is the power that we have. We can, and do, change
anything we wish. If necessary, we will change everything, with a mere flick of
our fingers, or a switch. Anything becomes justifiable in our programs of
distraction.
Owning, as we do, all the media available for distraction, our role in that
department is all-encompassing. There is no end to the distractions we can
create, control and/or influence, such as:
 A plethora of vapid and vacuous women’s magazines filled with makeup and
fashion advice (even for feminists).
 Movies and Oscar ceremonies full of empty glitterati to mesmerize the masses.
(As we already own Hollywood this will easily be achieved).
 A host of celebrities to beguile the masses with their worthless trivia. (We
will own these celebrities because of their sexual, social and occult
proclivities, which we will also be feeding).
 Obscure hobbyist’s magazines, where no one would think we can be. They are
well-placed to condition the masses. (As well as creating them we can also
purchase others to suit our purposes or place one of our assets in
editorship).
 A multitude of newspapers offering the scant material we have deemed to be
newsworthy. (Soon all the media will be in the hands of a few corporations
which we will either own through fronts or own through the compromised
position of the editors/CEOs).
 A variety of vulgar television game-shows.
 A concatenation of carefully marketed music ‘pop’ and ‘rock’ groups to seduce
the young into the hypnotic wasteland of idolization and decadence. (As we
already control the music industry and the organized crime which bankrolls it,
this will easily be achieved).
 The worthless bathos of national and presidential elections. (We always get
the presidents, prime ministers and parties we want. Although they have no
power, they provide a conveniently distracting theatre for the masses who
think that they do).
 International incidents which we can blow out of all proportion in the media
we own.
 A growing number of increasingly alarming terrorist groups (we control them
all and must continue to do so).
 We can even - through our worldwide assets — create outwardly serious,
whistleblowing documentaries/reports in which we will carefully uncover just
enough to satisfy the desires of a meddlesome “truthseeker” but never enough
to reveal the fullness of the truth.
These are just a few of the distractions we can, will and do create, provide
and influence. We control all of these elements. All of them. Without exception.
The world is our oyster and we can open or close it at will.
Distraction is like a cloud or fog of glamor which engages the eyes and mind
of the human. I do not speak merely of the lesser human here. Even those who
consider themselves to be intellectually superior can be ambushed by the glamor
of distraction. There are distractions available for all. While the lesser type
of human can easily be waylaid through the vagaries of stadium ballgames, lap-
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dance bars or trashy television shows, the intellectually superior human can be
ensnared by a multitude of highbrow divertissements. The further we go with
technological advances (which we also control), the more of such distractions
there will be.
As for the New Age Movement which we will parent over the coming halfcentury, their distractions will pose no problem because of the gullibility
which will be established through the core values which we will have instilled,
as mentioned above in §1: ¶8, ¶11-14. We will steer all this into a veritable
global religion which will dovetail into many others and play right into our
hands. Through our assets, we will provide:
 A plethora of workshops to occupy their minds and keep them thinking they are
enhancing themselves. We are bringing many assets into the field through our
academic and psychiatric connections who will set the ball rolling. Our Esalen
Institute project will be the key harbinger. Likewise, the node at Findhorn in
Scotland (as mentioned on p.3 above).
 A multitude of “energized” trinkets, toys and stones for them to acquire. Our
research experiments have shown us that once a human adopts a New Age style
disposition, he can be programmed to believe anything the guru or teacher
commends.
 An endless library of books to read which all essentially have the same
contents written in different ways.
 A smorgasbord of ersatz gurus from East and West to whom they will avidly
devote themselves. We are already readying Satya Sai Baba and Acharya Rajneesh
to be the pied pipers of East-West meditational mind-control and we will
easily control them through their sexual perversions and proclivities. We will
ensure that there is a guru to suit every taste. Their ensuing riches and the
sexual bounties they will receive will keep them satisfied while the results
of their work will provide us with mind-control data for decades to come.
 A materialism which manifests as spirituality (the “Law of Attraction”) by
means of syncretic elements which we will import from Sympathetic Magic and
the derivative early twentieth century “New Thought” propagandists, such as
William Walker Atkinson. If we can merge New Age “spirituality” with New
Thought consumerism, then we will successfully distract the more than halfcentury of generations leading up to Code Nightfall. After all, a religion
which alleges it can produce an Aston Martin, a spouse and shekels galore for
its practitioners merely by visualising or affirming them can never fail to
gain adherents.
We can provide all these elements to create the ultimate brainwashing
distraction for the mind of students, bohemians, artists, do-gooders, nonconformists, freethinkers, beatniks, misfits, seekers and many other kinds of
troublemakers. If they can be brought to believe that bliss, wealth and a clean
bill of health is the purpose of life then our clandestine build-up to Code
Nightfall through a mind-numbing blanket of distractions will be well served.
The fact that they will be making so much money out of peddling their imagined
healing arts will ensure their adherence to this way of life.
Thus, distraction is our first line of attack in terms of social control.
Consumerism and entertainment - whether physical, psychological or spiritual will ultimately beguile even the most concentrated and focused individual. Once
one has seduced the eyes one soon owns the whole soul.
2. DISINFORMATION
Our second form of social control is DISINFORMATION. Watertight social
control is not merely achieved by withholding any revealing information from the
populace but also by continually issuing false information which appears to be
true. This is a vital element in our successful ownership of the people and has
been a mainstay in OKEYS from the earliest times.
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As an overview of disinformation has already been the subject of two previous
position papers by RA8, there is no need for me to develop this in great detail
here. But I will reveal what I believe to be the way forward in relation to the
context of M2’s request.
Although the majority of those in the world have no idea of it yet, we have
already long-ago commenced World War III. It is not a war of weapons or of words
but a battle for the mind. Why should we work to destroy geographical areas and
populations with weapons of mass destruction when we can infinitely more easily
and far less expensively control the way those populations think and behave? To
this end, throughout the next fifty years we must develop the most creative
programs imaginable involving psychological operations — otherwise known as
mind-war. This mind-war will operate on two distinct levels of persons:
1) The first level on which the mind-war will operate concerns the general
population which never thinks about anything other than filling its belly or
bank account. They will be easy to control. Our use of movies, television,
newspapers and magazines will both keep them in check and make them imagine
that they are being informed. Filling their heads with trivia is all that is
necessary for them, alongside bribing them to devote their lives to an
enslaving job and mortgage with the promise of a security which, unbeknown to
them, is unattainable. It is more or less a self-policing situation. They
already want nothing more than what we presently allow them to have.
2) A second level on which the mind-war will operate concerns those who think
that they have an idea of what we do, or who think that they should do so by
right. This involves conspiracy theorists, whistleblowers, ‘truth’-seekers,
activists, ‘peace’-workers, antiwar advocates, ‘freedom’-fighters, UFO
investigation groups, libertarians, anarchists and assorted other dissidents,
agitators and troublemakers. These people must be infiltrated ON A MASSIVE
SCALE in order to dilute their effectiveness. At the earliest opportunity,
our assets must be at the helm of those organizations. Mere covert
infiltration will not be enough in the long-term. We must also completely
control them so that we control both sides. We will be engaging the services
of an overground group with a number of our agents when the time is right.
The program codename under wraps for now is MH/CHAOS. The tracks that we lay
down in these coming years will be among the most strategic gemstones in the
Family Jewels.
Our two main methods of working will be through elaborate psychological
operations and, eventually, increasingly daring false-flag attacks. Our overall
aim in these methods of social control is to maintain a sense of dread in the
population in order to drive them into our arms as the only harbor in which they
can feel safe. For the next two decades we can continue to fulfil that
successfully through a “reds under the bed” campaign. Then, after we have
dismantled the Communist threat which (as you all know) we set up in the first
instance, we will find even more dreadful means with which to threaten the
masses. G is speaking about the Middle-East, so that instead of reds being under
the bed, it will be Keffiyeh and Hijab-clad fanatics putting dread into the
hearts of all. Needless to say, we will set up and control all and any terrorist
group to appear. Those which are not ours will either be co-opted into our ranks
or will perish by our hand.
During the coming years, because of changes in technology and especially
because of the approaching end of the millennium, many will seek to set up
organizations, “ministries” and groups devoted to opposition to our work and
claiming to expose it. This will not be a problem for us because most of those
groups (the most impressive ones) will actually have been set up by us and those
which we haven’t set up we will infiltrate and control. As G rightly said in a
round-house memo recently: “This is mere sport for us. It’s what we do”. Agreed.
Over the next half-century, it is paramount that the word “terror” is
engraved on every heart as the threat which looms all around them. Once we have
phased-out our program in Vietnam, the public will be wary of us being
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immediately involved in any further wars so we will have to be patient and
backpedal for a while. Then, as the century draws to a close, we will change our
focus from South-East Asia to the Middle-East. At that time, our masterwork can
come into play. The purpose everywhere is to dismantle the nation-state under
the guise of “spreading democracy” and create internecine warfare so we can
continuously control the chaos to our own benefit. All the way through this, we
will manage the information to the letter, stringently ensuring that only how we
want people to perceive things will be broadcast.
Eventually, apart from superficial items, the only information that people
receive from public media and government sources will be false. In any case, by
that time we will have ensured that any notion of “truth” for them will be so
tinged with relativity that it will be rendered meaningless. It should be said,
as a closing note here, that no one must ever discover the full extent of truth
about anything, unless it is to our advantage for them to do so. Any self-styled
journalist, radical writer or former Company employee who dares to expose any
aspect of our work (unless he has been activated to do so by us as part of our
disinformation programs) will be immediately discredited and then eliminated.
This is kill-stop territory and must be rigidly enforced.
3. DUMBING-DOWN
This is a term which has often emerged during our “Group R” discussions as a
favorite method of social control. A higher intelligence level — especially when
manifested in probing insight or perception — is one of the greatest threats to
the successful outcome of OKEYS and also to the good stability of a controllable
society. (As G once amusingly put it: “Thinkers are like clinkers on the asshole
of humanity”). Therefore, successful methods of intelligence-intervention need
to be installed in the culture — what one can term as DUMBING-DOWN.
This term has been around for at least thirty years. It was originally used
in the movie industry to describe the way that scriptwriters would doctor the
text to make it accessible to those of the lowest intelligence and socioeconomic groups. As far as we are concerned (and in relation to our own unique
work), it would refer to the way that people are progressively shunted into a
cul-de-sac of willful ignorance and stupidity (for which, again, read
stupefaction).
In many ways, this subject is related to our points about the New Age
Movement experiment. There we see that the entire movement will be indoctrinated
to turn a blind eye to evil, to deny truth, to filter out and ignore the
negative and become lost in a web of fanciful ideas about “energy”,
“vibrations”, “auras” and “enlightenment” — effectively and literally, to become
stupid. We are dealing here with pure stupefaction. Our agents and assets
regularly report to us about the vogue words among the youth of today. We can
build on this through our assets in the field to create a whole glossary of cult
language. Words such as “vibrations” (or “vibes”) and “energy” or “frequency”
are high on the list.
So, while our New Age Movement experiment will effectively stupefy the
increasing number of those who would be attracted to that kind of lifestyle, we
will also use many other methods to deliberately dumb-down the remaining massmind of the people. This will render them unable to think in a linear fashion or
to properly handle verbal and written propositions or basic logic — thus
rendering them stupid and open to every level of our input and control.
Here are some suggested methods for achieving our goal of the dumbing-down of
the mass-mind:
1) Literary dissuasion. We must find ways to discourage the reading of actual
physical books of any substance. In other words, find alternative, seemingly
more attractive, methods for people to receive information requiring less
mental effort than a book exerts on their minds. Those books which do get
published should be superficial and of no advantage to the thinking mind.
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2) Phasing out the use of discourse and oratory. It is vital for us to reduce
the ability of the mass of people to concentrate and focus for any length of
time. The smaller the matter for digesting, the less the brain will be used.
The less the brain is used, the more it will be unable to function to any
depth. Depth is antagonistic and pernicious to our goals. Superficiality and
stupidity are the preferred conditions of mind, which must eventually be
programmed to blank out after thirty seconds at the most. We can influence
this extremely well through our media — especially television as that
exercises the most control over the masses.
3) Titillation rather than nourishment. Reduce and phase out any radio and
television content which is educational and which develops the intellect.
Correspondingly increase the number of shows which titillate and entertain
rather than nourish and sustain.
4) The constant distraction of trivia about celebrities, movie/television
personalities, rumors, gossip and an infinite variety of idiotic banalities
is to be encouraged, made available and fed to all through the media we
control. Even in so-called highbrow newspapers and journals, the level of
discourse of readership will be reduced until they too — in their own little
worlds — will be dumbed-down by what they would deem to be substantial
material but the subject-matter will, in fact, merely be filling their heads
with hot air about e.g. Nobel prizewinners, statesmen, history (as we dictate
it) and the arts which, by the end of the century, we will have been reduced
to incomprehensible “installations”, abstract representations and puffed-up
exhibitions of money-spinning meaninglessness.
5) The inculcation of “political correctness” throughout the worldwide
population, in relation to all the conditions we wish to socially engineer. I
am using this term in the sense in which it was meant by Nikita Khrushchev in
his speech nine years ago to the 20th congress of the Communist Party on
February 25th 1956, when he spoke of Stalin as not “proving his political
correctness”; and in the way it was used by Mao Tse-tung in his pamphlet
eight years ago “On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People”
(27 February 1957), which stated: “Not to have a politically correct point of
view is like having no soul”. This rigid concept of “political correctness”
is identical to the one which must be established by us throughout the world
in relation to the inculcation of our own policies. We must generate an
atmosphere in society which means that the people will be constantly looking
over their shoulders to see if they are being hounded for contravening what
is correct and what isn’t. The purpose behind this is rigid conformity to
what we will dictate as the norm in every area of living. Conveniently, it
will be self-policing, because the increasing number of adherents to
political correctness (there will even be groups and organizations devoted to
this) will search for and instantly pounce on any transgressors.
6) Railroading each new young generation. We have already seen how easy it is to
reduce the youth of today to a gibbering wreck through the medium of pop
music. The irony is that, although the youth have a view of themselves as
independent and pioneering, in reality they are like a herd of stupid sheep
who can be mesmerized and controlled at will through having the right pop
star in their vision, vinyl record on their turntables or gadget thrust into
their hands. As technology develops over the next half-century, there is no
end to what we can parade before their eyes and thrust into their greedy
little fingers.
What more perfect victory for us could there be than a society being rendered
unfit to remember or evaluate or even think clearly, taking its profound
ignorance as being knowledge? This is our goal and we will achieve it by the end
of this century. The two decades after that will merely be the cleaning-up
period. When the time comes early in the next century, the human mind will have
been sufficiently dumbed-down to enable MRY to walk into their heads as their
hero with ease — the ultimate fulfilment of OKEYS.
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4. DIVIDE-AND-RULE
It is imperative, during the increasingly chaotic years to come, that we
stringently exercise DIVIDE-AND-RULE tactics. An entity of power only rules
fully when the people are weakened by the debilitating influence of division.
With divide-and-rule policies in place there will be no social cohesion and
therefore no credible opposition to OKEYS.
Picture, if you will, the revealing scene near the end of the 1962 film,
“Lawrence of Arabia”, when the Arabs had been handed Syria on a plate by an
Englishman and a few barbarians. Their time had come to run the country. All the
leaders met in a makeshift Arab Council in Damascus. Within minutes the place
had descended into uproar and the meeting came to nothing. Why? Because they
were divided by tribe and sect and could only see their petty cultural,
bloodline differences rather than any possible common humanity which they
shared.
This carries the invaluable teaching that division creates confusion and,
ultimately, chaos and thereby inaction. After that 1918 Damascus Arab Council
debacle, the British were able to take the control they had always aimed for
(and for which they had used Lawrence) and, in fact, gave Syria to the French
(much to the disdain of Faisal I, who they later made King of Iraq). That is our
business — to maintain control, dispensing our booty to whomever we wish through
the creation and maintenance of a climate of confusion and chaos everywhere via
the undermining process of division. The people of the world must be made to
feel that there is no hiding place from this confusion and chaos except in the
safety that we alone can offer. This is the security of surrender.
Thus, for every element that we create and control, we must also ensure that
its opposition is in place and control that too. This is the work of divide-andrule. For example:
 Where we create and control a political party, we must always ensure that we
create and control another party which has diametrically opposing policies.
 Where we create and control any kind of leftist “rights” movement, we must
ensure that we create and/or encourage a conservative movement opposing that
(and vice versa).
 Where we create a religious order or cult, we must also create a religious
escape network or a cult debriefing group.
 When we create wars, we will create an anti-war movement too, compromised by
our assets. (NB: we must infiltrate the dissidents who demonstrated in
Washington last month, if only to show that it is we who decide when and where
to hold demonstrations).
 When there are peaceful protests (even if instigated by us), we will create
trouble and even riots through covertly infiltrated agent provocateurs to
wreck the peaceful nature of those protests with violence and thereby
influence the dumb wax nose of public opinion.
 When we create pedophile rings to suit our purposes, we will also create the
necessary child protection agencies and telephone hotlines in order to
intercept any potentially troublesome exposés (NB: people in higher office
must be protected from public exposure at all costs — this is kill-stop
territory).
 Where we create a women’s liberation movement, we must ensure there is an
organised opposing force (which we will also control) — not only among men but
among women too.
Division is the perennial key to successful ownership. We must and will
always control both sides. Every aspect must be covered. In this way, people
will come to realise that we alone are their custodians and that their
allegiance lies with us. Their only hope of safety is within the confines of our
arms.
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In terms of our programs of divide-and-rule, the new feminist movement has
been one of our most effective creations to date. It is often discussed here in
our meetings as a real coup — especially considering the fact that this is only
the beginning. We get excited at the prospects. Our agent, Gloria Steinem (who
we recruited seven years ago for other work) will be especially active in the
feminist zone. She has experience, on our behalf, of infiltrating youth
movements and provoking riots. Her work will be invaluable. In the coming years,
we have plans to finance a national publication promoting feminism (though
fronting as a storefront women’s magazine) at which we will place GS as head.
Many other appointments are in the pipeline – especially the creation of chairs
in “Gender Studies” in universities. This will be one of our most effective
growth industries — a true gem in the Family Jewels.
The advance of feminism is going to be a lynchpin in our divide-and-rule
strategy in the culture during the next fifty years as increasingly we pit men
and women against each other in a global battle of the sexes and thus undermine
the key relationship of the people. To ensure that opposition to OKEYS is kept
in check, it is vital for us to neutralize the masculine “warrior” element in
society. Testosterone is our enemy (in men but not in women). The most efficient
way of doing this is to emasculate the men through the undermining force of a
global feminism which, on the surface, claims to seek equality (therefore
attracting many ordinary women to support it) but in reality it will be
dominating, aggressive and divisive. This will generate a never-ending gender
war which can only work to our advantage.
People are like lemmings. We must never forget that. Divide and rule. Divide
and rule. The buttress of our work. If we couple this with all the DSN policies
too (as outlined in the many developments covered above) then OKEYS will be
invincible and Code Nightfall will slide into place like butter running down a
hot knife.
5. MORAL DISSOLUTION
If we are to properly control this hugely growing, chaotic and ignorant world
population, it is imperative that we bring about a general breakdown in what has
been deemed to be “morality” on a global scale. In other words, MORAL
DISSOLUTION. We have created a sense of this morality when it has suited us to
do so (e.g. when we were propagating the so-called “Christian” era through the
corrupt churches, monolithic church organisations and their rampant “crusades”,
wars and endless divisions). Now, as we start to transition rapidly towards our
long-awaited Code Nightfall, we must induce full-blown decadence, degeneracy,
debauchery, depravity and perversion, while removing any remaining vestiges of
Christian influence.
The reasons for this are obvious. A people without morals is a lost, dejected
and rootless people with a heightened sense of anomie. Anomie is our friend and
must be encouraged in every way, everywhere. A people without morals is a
demoralized people. The word “demoralized” is a most appropriate term in order
for us to envisage the manner in which the world will unravel and how we will
continue to take control of it as a result of that. A demoralized people is one
which will be very easy to dominate and tyrannize. When darkness reigns then the
people will seek shelter from any source. They will realize then that only we
can provide the kind of security they need. Therefore, this darkness must
gradually replace all light — yet so imperceptibly that the people will think
the darkness IS the light and they will even rejoice in it.
Clearly, people are not going to accept an immediate descent into total
degeneration. Therefore, this has to be another drip-feed operation. Over the
next half-century, the particular areas which we will work on are as follows:
1) The mass distribution of heroin, cocaine and other stupefying substances (on
which our Technical Services Staff are already working in the laboratory). We
have previously mentioned the mass distribution of psychotomimetics as a
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mind-controlling spear in the heart of thrusting youth. Parallel to this will
be the spread of harder drugs worldwide. Our fields in South-East Asia and
Afghanistan will be stepped up to meet production. Likewise, our laboratories
at home. [Note: Fortunately, having taken out JFK 2½ years ago, this kind of
work can continue uninterrupted. One shudders to think what would have
happened if that man and his troublesome brother had been allowed to continue
their campaign against our work unchecked. On this note, a Senator who is
deep in our pocket once said: “There’s always a confused soul that thinks
that one man can make a difference; and you have to kill him to convince him
otherwise. That's the hassle with democracy”]. We are especially recommending
the major distribution of debilitating and degenerating substances in the
negro ghettoes over the next two decades. Furthermore, draftees in our
Vietnamese program who show signs of becoming restless or questioning our
policies of war – especially so-called veterans who try to make trouble back
home – are to be laid to waste with heroin.
2) The exaltation of lust over fidelity. One of the major adhesives holding a
society together is the concept and practice of a faithful marriage and
fidelity in relationships in general. If we want to induce the complete
breakdown of society as a means of social control, then this adhesive must be
torn apart. It will be necessary for people to feel restless, impetuous,
fickle and frivolous in regard to relationships. To this end, MRY is
assisting at the discarnate level. We will be bringing much to bear on the
physical plane. Soon, the majority of children will be born without a fatherfigure, thus making the boys truculent and swathed in anomie; while the girls
will grow up less able (or even unable) to relate to men, thus creating
another endless cycle which will lead to both damaged relationships, gender
dysphoria and the resultant social chaos we desire.
3) Degradation in music. This will happen on two levels: the music itself and
the influence of the performers. In order to bring about the necessary level
of global dissolution through music, it must become increasingly decadent and
meaningless. The “meaningless” aspect is crucial if we wish to generate an
overbearing sense of anomie. Not only in popular music but classical also,
for we have assets in key conservatories. We must ensure that great works
will no more be written and also ensure that what is written will be
disjointed and heartless, yielding only an intellectual shell. (The same will
be true in the world of art in general, which we will control and will ensure
becomes uninspiring, meaningless, abstract and decadent). The performers of
music must be mesmeric and extremely influential, merely by their appearance,
for which they will be chosen carefully. As a result of some previous mindcontrol experiments and operations (some in conjunction with the Tavistock
Institute in London), we have already seen how fans scream and swoon and give
themselves up to performers without any prompting. We can take this even
deeper. Our mind-controlled asset, James Douglas “Jim” Morrison, has been
programmed to captivate a higher-brow audience than our assets (secret
weapons) the Beatles or Monkees, introducing them to the darkness through
meaningless lyrics and a debauched lifestyle. (I know his father, RearAdmiral George Stephen Morrison well. His action at Tonkin last year was
exemplary, opening the way fully into our Vietnamese program). Through JM and
many others, we will create a musical enclave in Laurel Canyon which will be
like the Pied Piper of the industry, kick-starting a descent into a moral and
drug-filled abyss — a vortex to draw in countless millions of adherents to an
undermining decadence of stagnation and darkness, which will lay the
foundations for years to come. And when our assets in the music world become
too influential or begin to kick against our control, they — just like our
political assets — will be quickly eliminated. This, also, is kill-stop
territory.
4) The triumph of pornography. We must work towards removing the distinction
between “hard” and “soft” pornography. Pornography must become universally
accepted. Loveless, automatonlike sex must become the norm, insofar as we can
influence this. There will always be a few diehards who allow their emotions
to get the better of them. But there is much work we can do in this area to
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encourage sex as a lustful rather than loving act, so that people mistake
infatuation for love. Our co-operatives over in The Office — in conjunction
with OCGs — already control most of the development of the world’s
pornography trade. We will work closely with them to ensure that it goes out
to the farthest points of the compass. Eventually, it will dovetail with our
future work on the processing computer.
5) Desensitization to violence. Before operation Code Nightfall can begin in
earnest, the sensitivity of the masses to the specter of violence before
their eyes must be eradicated. (More about this below).
6) Computer Gaming. Over at MIT, our assets have been experimenting with
“Spacewar” as an example of the kind of game which can be played by
interested parties. At present, it is too cumbersome for general use. But if
we can combine this work with our development in the realm of processing
computers, this could be brought to the public with huge success. In time, we
could have millions of teenagers blowing people apart, ransacking and
pillaging villages and even raping women at the touch of a button in their
own homes. What better way is there to undermine the minds of the young and
bring them under our control, while at the same time desensitizing them to
violence and degradation? Our imagination can have no limits here.
7) The searing of the human conscience. That part of Man which enables him to
feel sorrow and a sense of remorse must be cauterized at all costs. This will
prove to be the perfect preparation for the dawning of Code Nightfall. The
searing of the conscience will happen naturally as the moral degradation
accelerates across the world (though movies will play a key role in this). It
will be part of a beautiful exchange. For the more the world degenerates, the
more the conscience will be seared. The more the conscience is seared the
more the world will degenerate. Each one acts as a catalyst upon the other,
plunging the world into increasingly deeper darkness.
8) The flourishing of sexual perversion. A further way to accelerate the
dissolution of human morality is to endorse the practice of same-sex
relations to such an extent that it not only becomes societally normal but is
even lauded as preferable to, and more noble than, heterosexual activity.
This will undermine the family unit and therefore take away the sense of
power from the male – a real necessity in the kind of breakdown of society
which must occur so as to enable OKEYS to be established. Furthermore, if the
criticism of homosexuality becomes outlawed, then the moral dissolution will
be enforced and complete.
Another angle here should be the normalization of sexual relations between
adults and children. Thus, our already well-established covert pedophilia
compromise program must continue to be encouraged amongst all high-level
subjects. In fact, MRY has personally commended that this is a practice which
must continue to proliferate globally, for the sacrifice of children, the
erosion of their innocence and the snuffing-out of their lives brings great
rewards in many dimensions. I will not speak more about these rewards here,
for it is at an even deeper classification level than this paper permits.
(Enquiring readers with sufficient clearance can consult my earlier L1 paper,
“Innocence Undone: Chaos Unleashed”, RA13). World leaders, politicians,
senior law enforcement and military officers, the judiciary, child-care
agencies, teachers, etc. must be engaged to the full. Not only will this
serve to demoralize the world, but it will also ensure that these people are
easily manipulated, for their fear of revelation and/or blackmail will be
paramount. We have low-level assets who will infiltrate at all strata to
ensure the success of this program. Show-business and music personalities
must also continue be drawn in. This is especially useful when the necessity
arises for a little public bloodletting, so they can be thrown to the wolves
as examples, thus ensuring that society thinks it has seen justice done and
thereby acting as a smokescreen, deflecting the public gaze away from the
activities of those at the highest levels of society. The names of these must
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be protected from discovery at all costs. In this way, we maintain our hold
over every area of humanity.
I hope I have sown that dissolution on a global scale is absolutely vital to
the encroachment of Code Nightfall. We should leave no stone unturned in our
efforts to this end.
6. THE ADULTERATION OF EMOTION
A radical aspect of mind-control involves the manipulation and numbing of
human emotions. People who are able to experience a full range of healthy
emotions are detrimental to OKEYS as they will be more discerning and intuitive.
Just as the conscience must be cauterized through ever-increasing depravity (as
previously outlined in §5), so the emotions must be compromised with a deeply
corrupting impurity — the ADULTERATION OF EMOTION. Thus, the manipulation and
numbing of human emotions becomes not only a means of mind-control but also a
highly efficient method of social control.
The ability to express, feel and experience genuine emotion is part of the
glue which brings and holds people together, whether in society, community,
among friends or within family. Therefore, when we render emotion dysfunctional
— substituting it with something not only more superficial but even artificial —
there will be a diminution of social cohesion and therefore people will be more
easily controlled and manipulated by us. With a little tweaking on our part,
their cohesion will be based on the flimsiest of feelings - barely even skindeep. Thus:
 Instead of deep sorrow, we must foster mere regret.
 Where there is healthy humor, we must switch it to sarcasm and crude ribaldry.
 Instead of a sense of righteous injustice, we must in its place incite selfish
resentment and, ultimately, hatred.
 Where there is rational fear, we must transform it into cowardice and even
abject terror.
 Instead of faithful love, we must encourage widespread casual lust.
 Where there is likely to be compassion and concern, we must engender pure
schmaltz and sentimentality.
 In place of bold courage, we must breed reckless bravado.
 The experience of joy must be transmuted into mere giddiness.
 Hope must be converted into desperation.
 Longing will morph into a sense of hopelessness and despair.
In other words, in place of healthy emotions – through covertly sidestepping
them into various skin-deep substitutes via the media we control — we are
carefully maladjusting the population so that people become dysfunctional and
thus more easily controlled. Above all, love, compassion and genuine concern for
others must be reduced to mere sentimentality. People must be brought to a frame
of mind whereby they actually mistake this sentimentality for love and
compassion. For sentimentality renders people manipulable to falsehood and
deception on many levels on a massive scale. They become a wax nose that we can
point in any direction we wish. The sentiments that we bring about must be seen
as the real thing. There must be no awareness of the original elements of which
they are a cheap copy.
Not only can we substitute emotions with ersatz counterparts, but we can also
nullify emotion so that a person becomes a frozen shell — displaying varying
degrees of psychopathy and sociopathy. In the end — all others having been
eliminated — we will have two types of humans as our subjects:
1) Unstable persons who experience sentimentality as emotion
false feelings that are outlined in the list above. These
at the drop of a hat; who become offended at the smallest
who display rage when they are outdone; whose laughter is
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and exhibit all the
are people who weep
perceived slight;
inappropriate,

mocking or fitful; who flit from one relationship to another with ease, and
so on. In this way, Cyclothymic Disorder will become the prevailing mentality
in the population without them even realizing that they exhibit it, for they
will see their behaviour as being normal.
2) Unfeeling persons who are devoid of emotion, true or false. These are people
who have been desensitized to violence and depravity, who will not flinch at
any aspect of our work and, furthermore, who we can potentially recruit into
our Special Operations Command or even as citizen spies (see §7).
There are a number of strategies that we can use to alter human emotion in
our favor:
1) Producing television shows and series which depict dysfunctional people
supposedly going about their business as if this was the norm for all — as if
it was “reality”. These shows are to multiply on every channel, not only to
immerse the population in mundanity and mediocrity but also to mesmerize them
into being anesthetized couch-potatoes.
2) Producing movies and television programs which are full of either extreme
schmaltz or extreme savagery. This is to escalate in extremeness. The aim is
for people to a) believe that responding to schmaltz with acutely sentimental
feelings is the equivalent of experiencing genuine emotion and, at the same
time, b) to desensitize people increasingly to violence and debauchery.
3) Covertly taking deliberately shocking hoax photographs and making films and
videos depicting extreme cruelty beyond the human imagination. This will have
the two-fold aim of a) spreading disinformation (as when, for instance, we
make it appear as if those we want people to regard as their enemies are
committing the atrocity — false flag operations) and b) desensitizing people
to extremes in human behavior.
After the appropriate preparations of the twentieth century, during the first
two decades of the twenty-first century, it is our purpose that people should
not only become increasingly emotionally dysfunctional and “all over the place”
in their ability to give their emotions expression but that they should also no
longer flinch to see a throat slit, a face shattered by a hail of hammerblows or
a dismembered body’s widely-scattered flesh and bones. Thus, we seek to
adulterate emotion with sentimentality and psychopathy.
The ultimate reason why all this adulteration of emotion will work to our
favor is that an emotionally dysfunctional, desensitized people will not recoil
when our Code Nightfall slaughter begins in their communities or among their
friends and families. Instead, they will see that we act on their behalf and for
their good in all things, no matter what we have to do in order to achieve that.
7. ELECTRONIC AND CITIZEN SPIES
We are continually developing new ways to detect the loyalty of humans to
OKEYS. Helpers and assets among the population must be cultivated en masse. This
is not to be a minor enterprise. We are going to flood the world with those who
will report to us every infraction which threatens OKEYS. There will be no
hiding place for those who will oppose us. They could bury themselves in a hole
in the Sahara or on an ice-shelf in Antarctica and we will still find them. They
must be publicly branded as “terrorists” so that the people will support our
actions against them.
In common with all the other elements we have discussed above and below, we
are taking a long-term view of this monitoring process. Some major aspects will
be developed in parallel at the electronic and citizen levels. On the long-term
electronic level, we have four huge programs in the pipeline:
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1) Global positioning devices to be in the hands of all before the end of the
century. They will marvel at what this can do for them but it will really be
about what it can do for us: being able to keep track of everyone at all
times.
2) Portable telephones, easily and continually mineable by us, to be in the
hands of young and old alike before the end of the century. A few years ago,
our asset and mouthpiece, Arthur C. Clarke (whose pedophiliac proclivities
and appetites will keep him deep in our service for the rest of his days),
wrote: “The time will come when we will be able to call a person anywhere on
Earth merely by dialing a number”. This we will bring to pass.
3) Processing computers to be in every home and office by the end of the
century. We will shortly, through the DDARPA, contract with the University of
Illinois to build the ILLIAC IV. We have our tentacles everywhere in this
industry, assisting in its development. It will be one more means by which we
can track the lives of all. We are approaching the time which our
predecessors have dreamed of for millennia.
4) An Intergalactic Computer Network through which every human will be able to
communicate mutually across the world, instantly. The work of our man JCRI at
IPTO for ARPA has laid the foundations for this. He is now guiding things at
IBM and we are working to make this go live within a couple of decades. In
the three decades after that, this will be our main resource for monitoring
everything from everyone. The irony will be that while the humans imagine
that this galactic network brings them freedom to communicate with all — even
freedom to expose and overthrow us! — the reality is that it will bring their
every word and move right to our CHQ wherever we are.
Those four methods of electronic spying on everyone in the world will provide
us with all the social control we need. The human love of toys and their
constant need to better their neighbor in terms of their acquisitions will blind
them to the vast trap into which they are walking. While the nerds and geeks
will gleefully compare each other’s technological wonders (about which we will
ensure there is also a dazzling array of magazines to amuse them), in their
hands they will be holding precisely what we want them to hold: transmitters of
every detail of their meaningless, sordid lives to our central control
headquarters.
The kind of programs we are developing over the next half-century, in
accordance with all the requirements of OKEYS, will plainly necessitate a vast
amount of varying kinds of social control. Apart from aiming to use increasingly
advanced technology to track every human on the planet, we will have to enlist
the services of humans themselves. Patriotism is to be much appealed to in this
drive. Not only are we instigating the building of a Special Operations Command,
through chosen contractors, containing our private army of at least 100,000
operatives on US soil (other countries will be following suit) but also,
parallel to this, we will activate a Citizen Spy Program involving one person in
every ten of the population. We should be able to achieve that number roughly by
the year 2010, for by then we will have activated enough terrorism scares
through false flag scenarios to drive people into our arms (and, of course, such
scares will increase and deepen long after that).
Many in high places will be recruited as our assets and citizen spies through
the hold we have over them because of their sexual proclivities (which we will
continue to service) and also their illegal activities (which we can easily
manufacture). Many will report back to us through neighborhood groups which we
will set up as community security leagues. In their bid to have protection, they
will fall over themselves to bring information to us about abnormalities in
their communities, among their friends and even within their own families.
An important corner will have been turned when sons, daughters, mothers,
uncles, aunts, cousins and fathers will turn in their own family members to us
for “unpatriotic” or suspicious activities. This will take time to come to be
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established in the fullness we require; but when it starts to happen
voluntarily, then we will know that Code Nightfall is shortly at hand.
8. GLOBALISED UNITY
Ever since an unfortunate and unexpected debacle which took place eons ago in
the distant mists of time, our work has had to struggle against the challenges
of separate languages and nations. In time past, this has clearly hampered us in
our supreme achievement of global control. Tiresome influences from outside this
domain have attempted repeatedly to prevent us from fulfilling this goal.
However, the tide is now running in our favour; and in the coming decades we
should be able to make great strides in the accomplishment of this necessary
development in the evolution of the human experiment. We will bring every
influence to bear in the United Nations (which we founded as a continuation of
our League of Nations) – especially in terms of the work of various NGOs which
exert a quasi-spiritual sway (e.g. LT, etc.).
A decade ago, our asset, Jean Monnet, started the “Action Committee for the
United States of Europe” at our behest, which would set the scene for the
European Community which we hope to bring into being in the next couple of
years. This, alongside the United States of America, will be a flagship for the
dissolving of national boundaries over the next half-century and more, as a
small number of other transnational bodies develop which can then be easily
amalgamated into the global government which has been the principal goal of our
sponsor from the beginning of time, and the precursor to MRY’s glorious “Code
Nightfall” and “Code Daybreak”.
Many religions and cult groupings are expecting a world-leader to evolve who
can secure the peace and unity of the planet. If they will hand control over to
us, we will eventually give them this Christlike figure they think they are
awaiting. Each will see it as a fulfilment of their own idiosyncratic desires,
and all will be satisfied. The world will then be as one under MRY. Global unity
at last. Though it has to be said that this will not be the hippy event which
many imagine but the exertion of global control with a rod of iron in which all
will know their place and the world will at last bow down to its true ruler. I
have written more extensively about this in my L1 paper, “Taking Final Cosmic
Ownership” (RA13), so I should say no more about it here.
9. ENGINEERED CATASTROPHE
As a backup and precursor to all the methods given above, the ultimate manner
of social control is through engineered catastrophe. We have proven time and
time again that at least 96% even of those who would be tempted to oppose us or,
at the very least investigate us, can be quickly rebonded with OKEYS when faced
with a major national or local catastrophic incident. Engineered catastrophe is
a completely effective last resort of control but it can also be used randomly
on an occasional basis with great efficacy. Its use must only ever be occasional
for if it was too regular the people would become adjusted to it and begin to
find coping mechanisms, which would be detrimental to OKEYS.
Fortunately (or, should I say, deliberately), the mass of people are like a
vast shoal of little fish which can made to swerve in whichever direction we
want by just wiping our fingers lightly across the surface of the water. Those
few which do not stay with the shoal will be quickly liquidated by any predator
fish. We control those too.
By “catastrophe” I mean an event of earth-shattering character which causes
shockwaves across the world. The purpose is to make every human being as
transfixed as a rabbit in our headlamps. We have to break people down then build
them up exactly as we want them to be. Engineered catastrophe is a prime
strategy in this process. Engineered catastrophe enables us to socially engineer
people. Here are some suggestions of the strategies with which we can engineer
catastrophes:
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 Assassinate worldwide celebrities, leaders and royalty and have our assets
generate a disproportionate outpouring of grief (ref. sentimentality in §6
above);
 Instigate terror attacks through our manufactured terrorist groups. We can
create/manipulate an endless variety of terrorist groups to fulfil this. Their
leaders will be like Emmanuel Goldstein in Orwell’s novel “Nineteen EightyFour” — fictitious terror figures who instil fear by their mere appearance,
which we can manifest at any time through our media assets. Eventually, we
will be able to unleash a suitcase nuclear/biological/chemical weapon in large
cities. This last scenario must not happen too soon. We must be patient. We
may have to wait until the first or even second decade of the next century.
 Creation and dispersal of diseases. Our Technical Services Department has
already engaged our laboratories in the creation and manufacture of viruses
which attack the immune system through specially targeted sections of the
population. Alongside this, even more devastating life-forms are being created
by us which will ravage the world with pestilences of a kind which sciencefiction writers can only dream about. These will be unleashed at strategic
points in history to have the maximum impact.
 Control of the weather. One of the key methods for us to generate catastrophes
is to modify weather-systems through the use of energetic means. We already
have constructs capable of this. We are continually decreasing their size.
Others have tried to encroach on this territory of ours (e.g. Wilhelm Reich in
the last decade) but they have been swiftly eliminated. Suffice it to say that
we can already create storms of any size, bring about global warming or
cooling, and devastate vast swathes of the earth, should we so wish. And
indeed we do.
 Manufacture of earthquakes and tidal waves. We have already achieved this on
many occasions in recent years, especially using underground explosive
testing. We are working on other more intricate seismic methods of late. As
the decades go by, we will invent ever more sophisticated means to generate
such events.
 Use of electronic weapons against sections of the population – especially
dissidents. Our Technical Services Division is already working on many
possibilities in this field. We have already been able to induce cancers in
problem people on an individual basis through concentrated waveforms. The time
is approaching when we will be able to devastate the sanity of minds in whole
communities even more effectively than we have done in the recent past, such
as our MK experiment at Pont-Saint-Esprit in France fourteen years ago. Soon
we will not need substances to generate such catastrophes, but the use of
invisible waves will do the job much more effectively.
Engineered catastrophes can be used as a last resort if other methods of
social control fail. But they can also be a kind of “donum superadditum” if we
wish to ratchet up the pressure on the populace to capitulate to our programs.
As this century draws to a close – and especially peaking during the first two
decades of the next century – engineered catastrophe will be ubiquitous as an
integral part of our program.
EPILOGUE
In all the programs and operations revealed above, we will be working closely
with our counterparts in The Office and other lesser nodes. Other major nodes
will believe themselves to be working to their own ends, but we will control
these too. For decades, we have been building an inexorable pathway to our goal.
Nothing can or will stand in its way. They may attempt to do so but all will be
swept aside like an ornamental garden in a hurricane.
Finally, let me mention briefly two important factors:
First, we need not worry ourselves about right-wing conservative, Marxist,
communist, feminist, socialist or any other such political or revolutionary
groupings uncovering our work. None of them can accept the concept of any
conspiracy theory because — by their very nature — they must blindly believe
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that world change comes about only through their own political efforts. To admit
the success of covert conspiracies would undermine their narcissistic view of
themselves as the sole instigators of change through their policies and
activities. Such is the blinkered attitude of these groups; and it suits our
purpose to a “T”.
Second, there is a certain kind of individual for whom none of our methods of
mind-control or social control will ever be successful. However, this is always
a tiny minority compared with the mass of humans over whom we can rule and who
will do exactly what we want if the right conditions have been prepared. No
matter how much information they think they know about us, it is only ever the
surface they are scratching. In any case, no one will believe a word they say
except those who are as rebellious and feeble-minded as they are. In other
words, they will always be preaching only to the choir. In time to come, we will
ensure that they are judged to be psychiatric cases in need of readjustment.
Therefore, these individuals are of little consequence. If any do become
troublesome, we will have no problem relieving the world of them and the world
will be relieved to be rid of them. Eventually, we will indeed be rid of them.
All of them.
When that time has come, within the two decades after our half-century plan
has been accomplished, then Our Key Strategy will have been fulfilled and Code
Nightfall will commence in earnest.
In fulfilment of M2’s request, I here proffer our “Blueprint for the Coming
Half-Century, 1965-2015”. If we will follow these paths and develop them from
being mere notes on a page to becoming full-blown programs, then our purpose in
this cosmos will be complete and the vision of MRY will at last be achieved.
I await your suggestions, additions and confirmations.

CN RA13
May 5th, 1965 (update June 7th)
OKEYS - Operation Code Nightfall
Strictly classified & Top-Secret UMBRA
[Eyes only: L1/2. Kill stop ex. level]
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